Why should Southeast Asia archives matter to you? How can we rethink the meaning of archives in public discourse, political reconciliation and memory work? Please join us for a webinar as we discuss our approach to these questions and open the UW Southeast Asia collection through a Henry Luce Foundation grant to the University of Washington. The UW Luce project, “Tracing Authoritarianism: Linking Southeast Asia and Southeast Asian-America Through Archives, Language, and Pedagogy”, includes a collaboration with the University Libraries to explore how Southeast Asia archival collections can be used in cultural outreach projects with heritage students and local communities, and in peace and reconciliation programs both in Southeast Asia and the Southeast Asian diaspora.

The Adrian Cowell Collection on Shan State Drug and Ethnic wars
Speakers: Prof. John Buchanan, Kuensai Jaiyen

The Elizabeth Becker Collection on Democratic Kampuchea
Speakers: Prof. Jenna Grant, Elizabeth Becker

The Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition and Philippine Archive
Speakers: Prof. Rick Bonus, Kathy Dougherty

The Tristuti Wayang Manuscript Collection
Speakers: Prof. Christina Sunardi, Dimas Rohmadon

The Robert Jones III Collection on Indochina
Speaker: Dr. Judith Henchy